
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Checking Attendance  
Insight displays to parents and students “live” lesson by lesson attendance 
information and codes.  As soon as the register is taken in school you will be 
able to see it via the INSIGHT App wherever you are.  Attendance for the 
school Year to date is also displayed and traffic light coded. 
 

Ways to use the 
INSIGHT parent App to 

support your child.  5 
INSIGHT is a fantastic engagement APP 
allowing parents and students to check daily 
information along with future events.  Fully 
integrated with the schools IT system and 
downloadable on Android and IOS or via the web 
https://insight.wildern.org/ 

2 Positive and Negative eRefs 
eRef’s are shown “live” in INSIGHT for both +ive and -ive events that have 
been recorded by staff in school.  This will allow you to see how your child’s 
day has gone and also the Year to date by looking at their total score.  You 
will be able to discuss/praise these eRefs the day they happen. What went 
well for them to be given a +ive eRefs and how they can avoid any further –
ive eRefs. 

3 Messages from the school 
We will use the message function in INSIGHT to push messages to you 
rather than always relying on emails and Social Media. Please ensure you 
have push notifications enabled to receive this messages and reminders 
from the school. 
 
 

 

4 Timetables / WAD /REPORTS 
Student timetables are shown live via INSIGHT Students and Parents are 
able to see room/teacher changes live via the APP to help them plan their 
day the night before.  WAD and Reports are also uploaded onto a Menu in 
INSIGHT for you to check them alongside explanations of the codes we use. 
 
 
 

5 Booking Parents Evenings 
All our Parents Evenings are now only bookable via the INSIGHT APP.  
Select Parents Evening and the staff and times available will be shown to 
you so you can book an appointment.  If you need help setting up INSIGHT 
please contact the school via email wildern@wildern.org  
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